Recruiting Volunteers for a Research Study
Using Network Science to Investigate Eco-systems of Employment Support for Low-Resource Youth with ASD

Who is this study for?
Caregivers or school/employment providers of young adults who are:
- 18-22 years old
- on the autism spectrum
- able to answer questions about employment and who helps them with employment
- in their final year of high school or extended high school OR have graduated from high school or extended high school in the past 3-12 months.

Why?
- We want to learn about the resources and coordination among young adults on the autism spectrum and their pre-employment team members during their transition!

What will be expected of the participant?
You will be asked to either complete only part 1 or part 2, or both parts 1 and 2:

PART 1
INTERVIEW
45-60 minutes
Conversation about your experiences + Forms
$20

PART 2
SURVEY
45-60 minutes
survey about your experiences + Forms
$20

Where?
- We’re offering virtual participation options (i.e. Zoom, text, phone call etc.)

When?
- Now until December 2020

How?
- We are happy to provide accommodations, such as extended time, multiple visits, a “buddy” or supporter to be with you during the survey, paper or online options.

You will be paid $20 in cash or gift card at each point you accomplish a task with us for participating in this study.

If you are interested or want to learn more, please call or e-mail Project Lead Mars Potros, MPH at (215) 571-4882 or email sodi@drexel.edu or Project PI Dr. Elizabeth McGhee-Hassrick at (215) 571-3216 or email emh347@drexel.edu
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